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Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Verily, I fear for my Ummah, the aimmah mudhilleen.”

The aimmah mudhilleen refer to shaikhs, molvis, and so-called ‘spiritual’ guides (murshids,
peers and the like) who mislead the Ummah. Instead of being guides, they are misguides. They
lie in ambush to rob Muslims of their Imaan and Akhlaaq. Regarding these
aimmah mudhilleem,
a
Concerned Aalim posed the following questions:

(1) In Cape Town they have a crazy idea which they call ‘halaal friendly’ – one side is
‘halaal’ food and next to it is alcohol, etc. To what depths have Muslims sunk?

ANSWER: Muslims have sunk to the lowest ebb of immorality, fisq and fujoor. All inhibition for
haraam, evil and immorality which is supposed to be a natural attribute of Imaan has been
extinguished. And, the worst extinguishers of the flames of Imaan are the
aimmah
mudhilleen
–
the molvis and shaikhs who mislead the Ummah for the sake of their worldly objectives and
agendas. They are the molvis and shaikhs who halaalize carrion, issue haraam ‘halaal’
certificates to kuffaar enterprises, halaalize television, appear on television, halaalize pictures,
halaalize riba banks, sit on the ‘shariah’ boards of riba banks, churn out fatwas of
jawaaz (permissibility)
for the riba capitalist banks, halaalize kuffaar sport, participate in interfaith kufr
conventions/conferences, appear on the internet brothels such as facebook, etc., etc. In short,
they sell their mothers and daughters into prostitution for attainment of their worldly objectives.
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An extremely potent trap of the Devil, Talbeesul Iblees (Deception of Shaitaan), has ensnared
numerous molvis and sheikhs with ‘Islamically’ coated baits. With his crazy shaitaani ‘halaal’
friendly trap, Shaitaan will ultimately succeed in getting the gamut of ulama-e-soo’ to halaalize
liquor and even pork. Carrion chickens and carrion mutton and beef are already entrenched
‘halaal’ consumable filth. Thanks to SANHA, MJC, NIHT and the other carrion halaalizers for
this
Jahannami
service.
The blame for this sordid, filthy, immoral mess in which the Ummah is grovelling like an insane
person whose insanity is aggravated with an overdose of liquor is not to be laid exclusively at
the door of the Carrion Halaaziers. The Ulama of the Jamiatul Ulama bodies and the Ulama of
the Darul Ulooms are complicit in this haraam mess and quagmire of fisq and fujoor into which
the Ummah is incrementally sinking by degrees to its utter destruction. These silent Ulama are
like
“Dumb
Devils”
who project themselves as holy men and guides of the community whilst their gazes are
focused on the pockets of their wealthy donors whose displeasure they dare not court with the
Amr Bil Ma’roof
obligation which Allah Azza Wa Jal has imposed on them.

These “Dumb Devils” crave for respect and honour. They soothe themselves with the corrupt
idea of them being
Warathatul Ambiya (Heirs/Representatives) of the
Ambiya while they move in a direction diametrically opposed to the Haqq which the Ambiya
(alayhimus salaam) had propagated. They refrain from
Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahyi Anil Munkar
on the basis of grossly spurious arguments and their haraam policy of dubious
‘hikmat’
which in reality is
Kitmaanil Haqq (Concealing the Truth).
And all of this is for the sake of the dunya. They abstain from
Amr Bil Ma’roof
and they are quite vociferous and vigorous in their endeavours to create obstacles for those
who engage in
Amr Bil Ma’roof.
Consider the current tussle between the Office of the Jamiatul Ulama KZN and its
Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahyi Anil Munkar Department.
The Jamiat was created by the seniors for
Amr Bil Ma’roof.
Islam imposes this obligation on the Ulama. But, the Jamiat’s Office with its Executive have
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abandoned this Waajib Responsibility, and it (the Jamiat’s Office) is actively supporting the
Ahl-e-Baatil, Ahl-e-Bid’ah, the liberals, the modernists and even the Gulinists. The Jamiat’s
office has aligned itself with the conglomerate of Baatil, and is at war with its Department of
Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahyi Anil Munkar
which is doing nothing but proclaiming the Haqq. Yet the Jamiat KZN (i.e. its Office/Executive)
is not opening its mouth against Baatil and Haraam.

The Jamiat in the Johannesburg region has long ago lost Islamic credibility. It is now known as
the No Name Brand Jamiat (NNB Jamiat). It is a confirmed clique of Satanists or men under the
spell of shaitaan. The silent majority of Ulama who are supposed to be members of the Jamiat
over there are also “Dumb Devils”. They condone the haraam activities of the Reverend
Abraham Bham who runs the office in their name. Fisq, Fujoor and Bid’ah are given Shar’i
respectability and acceptability by the league of Iblees who is in charge of the NNB Jamiat’s
office in Fordsburg.

As far as the mudhilleen of the MJC (Muslim Judicial Council) are concerned, their dhalaal
(deviation), fisq
and
fujoor
are historical facts. It is nothing new. Nothing to be surprised about. Their primary concern is the
money, not so much the
jaah (name and fame)
objective. This latter objective is the primary goal of the two Jamiats (the NNB Jamiat and since
recently the KZN Jamiat) as is evidenced by it having become the bedfellow of the baatil uucsa
and the MJC ulama-e-soo’. They cherish unity with the Ahl-e-Baatil more than unity with the
Ahl-e-Haqq.

The ‘halaal’ friendly concept is in reality haraam friendly disguised with a stupid veneer too
flimsy to conceal its satr-e-ghaleez. Even morons consuming carrion understand that ‘halaal’
friendly is in fact HARAAM friendly. It is another satanic stunt to halaalize haraam. Get Muslims
to sit alongside liquor and pork. Gradually they will be desensitized into gluttonous consumption
of liquor and pork. Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Whoever believes in Allah and the Day of Aakhirah should not sit at a maaidah (cloth, venue,
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restaurant, etc.) where liquor is served.”

(2) Shaikh Habib Umar is in South Africa. He is an Arab and says that he is from the
family of Nabi (sallallahu alayhi wasallam). But he promotes the Barelvi school of bid’ah,
etc. Please comment.

ANSWER: A member of the august and noble Family of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
is supposed to be doubly diligent in observance of the Sunnah and upholding the Haqq of the
Shariah. Being a member of the Noble Family of Nabi-e-Kareem (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
will not avail him if he grovels in Bid’ah and propagates Bid’ah. He may be from the Noble
Family, but he has set himself up in opposition to the Sunnah and Ta’leem of his noble and
glorious Father, Muhammadur Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam).

Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) told his beloved daughter, the Queen of womankind and
the Leader of Women in Jannat, Hadhrat Faatimah (radhiyallahu anha) that she should take
care of herself, for he does not know what will happen on the Day of Qiyaamah. It will be a Day
when it will be every man for himself. No one will be able to intercede on behalf of anyone
without Allah’s Permission. Barelwis are Qabar Pujaaris (Grave-Worshippers). Bid’atis are
described in the Hadith as Kilaabun Naar –the Dogs of the Fire. It is lamentable and despicable
for this Shaikh to promote the grave-worshippers despite being from the Honourable Family of
Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) whose fundamental Message was Tauheed and the
destruction of shirk.

(3) Another sheikh who frequents Cape Town is Shaikh Ninowy who also claims to be
from the Family of Nabi (sallallahu alayhi wasallam). He says that Shiahs are Muslims,
and sometimes criticizes Hadhrat Ameer Muawiyah (radhiyallahu anhu). He promotes
Bid’ah such as moulood, etc.

ANSWER: South Africa has become a fertile ground for the Bid’atis, Shiahs, Salafis, Fussaaq
and Fujjaar
aimmah mudhilleen. The country is becoming the capital of dhalaal,
bid’ah, fisq
and
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fujoor
, all promoted by foreign imposter ‘scholars’ who come here for the boodle, name and fame.
Their success here is due to the ignorance of the masses, the co-operation of the ulama-e-soo’
and the silence of the “Dumb Devil” molvis who have welded their lips despite understanding
the baatil of the followers of Iblees who masquerade as Ulama and Mashaaikh. The Ninowy
character is another
mudhil
who moves around with his rock ‘n roll troupe of mawlid performers. We have just now released
our booklet in refutation of these haraam, bid’ah moulood / meelaad / mawlid shenanigan
performances. Perhaps in the near future, they will add more colour and flamboyance to their
vociferous mawlid parties by inviting the Coons of Cape Town to strike up their guitars and
banjos when the mawlid songs are being disgorged. The mawlid gang has yet to pull out more
garish stops for gyrating and tripudiating

May Allah Ta’ala save the Ummah from the snares of the aimmah mudhilleen who are all
agents of Iblees. Hadhrat Umar (radhiyallahu anhu) said that the demolition of Islam is brought
about by the “slipping” ulama. Hadhrat Abdullah Ibn Mubaarak (rahmatullah alayh) said that two
groups of villains have damaged Islam the most: The evil kings and the evil ulama.
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